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FOREWORD
Children living in difficult circumstance are a worldwide problem. They are not fortunate
enough to live in an environment that allows them to enjoy a childhood with dignity.
They suffer from deprivation, exploitation and neglect for no fault of their own and for
reasons beyond their control. Children in difficult circumstance are a large and diverse
group vulnerable in terms of the risk to their right to survival, development, protection and
participation. All of these children have special needs and the need to protect them is
important and especially in context to the girl children.
In our global movement to Educate, Empower Women and Girl Children, the project ‘Enlight’
is an initiative to support girl children in difficult circumstances through education as directly and concretely as
possible. The project was launched in the year 2015 in partnership with Capgemini with the aim to support 2000
girl children across 09 cities in India. Today the project is being implemented in 8 cities and the unique factor is
that in each of the target city Enlight engages directly with a different group of girl children in difficult circumstance.
This report captures the key efforts and developments made in the second year (2016-17) of the project. There is
both commonness and uniqueness of actions in each location and this helped in addressing the special needs of
the diverse group the project engages with.
Despite varied challenges, the second year has been a successful year to reckon with and the progress is the
result of concerted efforts by several stakeholders.
It gives me immense pleasure in sharing this report and at the outset I would like to thank Mr. Anurag Pratap Singh,
CSR Leader (Capgemini) and his team for their continued support, trust and encouragement. I congratulate NGO
Partners, DIP Teams and the AEA Staff who were directly involved for their persistence, patience and ingenuity.
My heartfelt gratitude to the children, parents, teachers, community leaders, government functionaries, experts,
institutions, women groups and other CBOs & CBIs for their participation, support and guidance.
My special thanks to Mr. Ravi Pratap Singh, Regional Director - AEAI-SA, Mr. Umi Daniel, Director (Migration),
Mr. Aishwarya Mahajan, Director (Livelihoods), Ms. Sivagami Sivasubbu, Regional Manager (Chennai), Mr. Suresh
Gutta, Regional Manager (Hyderabad) for their stewardship, conviction and encouragement to move on capitalising
on successes and challenging adversities.
Wishing you all happy reading!
In solidarity,

P. B. Sajeev
Director – Programme Development and Support
Aide et Action International – South Asia
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• The project ENLIGHT was initiated in the year 2015,
with support from Capgemini. It aimed to engage with
a diverse group of girl children in difficult circumstance
and help them to aspire for a better life through
education.
• In the first year (2015-16), Enlight was launched in
seven cities (Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Salem and Trichy). In the second year
(2016-17), the project was launched in Mumbai too.
• In each city of intervention, Enlight has identified
girl children from a particular marginalised group.
Thus today the project engages with 1662 Girl children
and a population of more than 5000 from 8 different
marginalised groups across its 8 cities of intervention.
• In each city Child Support Centres (CSCs) have
been set up. These centres function after school hours
and are easily accessible to the children. A total of 40
centres operate across India. In these centre’s children
are subjected to a combination of varied Teaching
Learning Materials (TLMs), Play-Way methods and extra-curricular activities. This has improved educational
competencies, soft skills and life skills amongst
children. In several locations, parents and community
members provided free space for the CSCs.
• Each child is provided support based on a plan
called as the ‘Child Centric Plans (CCPs)’. The plan
has helped in providing focussed support to each child.
This improved competency levels amongst the children
in 3Rs (Reading, Writing and Arithmetic) at a faster
pace. Children are now able to comprehend classroom
sessions, complete their homework and attend school
without any fear. Both teachers and peer group now treat
them with respect. Parents who were once indifferent to
their education are both amazed and happy and began
supporting them by giving priority to their educational
needs and ensuring conducive environment at home.
• The relationship between Student, Parents
and Teacher has improved considerably. They are
now collaborative and supportive to each other.
The parents (especially mothers) have formed
collectives (Mother’s Group) who with support from
the school and children have taken up campaigns to
promote girl child education. They regularly engage
with the teachers, monitor functioning of schools,
regularity of children to school and their progress.

They have also commenced to actively support
enrolment & retention campaigns and help children
in accessing their rightful entitlements. These
mothers groups have also successfully engaged
with several other CBOs & CBIs to garner support
for the project.
• Few significant innovative ideas experimented
during the year are; Fund for Education, Give it
Up, Kutti Teacher and the Wall O Books. Children
in need for special support received appropriate
care and support from experts in varied forms of
therapies and counselling. Care was also taken to
ensure that children with special needs benefitted
from their rightful entitlements.
• In the second year, Enlight initiated actions
to address issues related to Health, Nutrition
and Environment Protection. This is also a key
objective of Enlight and children, parents and
the community were encouraged to be part of
this. To promote nutritional intake, children and
parents were encouraged to set up kitchen
garden. Simultaneously, they were informed and
encouraged about how to practice cleanliness,
hygiene and keep one’s home and surroundings
clean and tidy. A variety of capacity building
activities were conducted to encourage parents
and children to take up initiatives at personal,
family and community level.

8

Cities
8
Cities

8
8

Vulnerable
Vulnerable
groups
Groups

40
39

Child Support

Child Development
Centres
Centres

1662

Girl Children
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• To steadily strengthen the ‘Sustainability’
factor,
Enlight
proactively
engaged
with
influential stakeholders such as Government
departments,
Government
programmes/
schemes,
Local
Governance
bodies,
Hospitals, Experts and like-minded supportive
CSOs. This has helped in mobilising a
variety of resources benefitting the children.
• The year 2016-17 also witnessed increased
support and proactive engagement from
the Employees of Capgemini. Enlight also
became part of “P3 Platform” the global
database & monitoring system developed
and institutionalised by Capgemini CSR wing.
• The key challenges for Enlight during the
year were;
* Despite efforts the plan to launch Enlight in
Pune city was not successful. The idea is now
postponed to the next year (2017-18). It is
planned to launch Enlight as a DIP in Pune city.
* Unexpected, dropout of children in Delhi and
Kolkata child support centres. In Delhi parents
were moving back to their village or to new
locations due to lack of employment opportunities
(the result of sudden policy changes). In Kolkata,
due to varied reasons children were moved out
from the red light area. Some return back while
some do not. The period of absence could
be short or for months together. Despite the
shock, efforts were made to fill in the gaps by
including new children. If a girl child returned
she was included back without any hesitation.
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• Enlight received two awards in the year
2016-17;
* Best CSR Practices in Education
(Corporate Category)’ for ‘Project Enlight’
at Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya Awards by
CSR Times.
* Awarded as the top 10 best practices
by United Nations—Global Compact
Network of India at the National Convention
organized in Delhi in April 2017.
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ENLIGHT: AT A GLANCE
Women’s Education and Empowerment is a priority
for Aide et Action (AEA) and Capgemini. ‘ENLIGHT’
is a flagship project that was initiated in 2015 with the
aim to support girl children in difficult circumstances
aim for a better future through education.
The project has successfully established itself
in 8 cities of India. Enlight directly engages

with 1662 girl children in difficult circumstances
and an overall population of more than 5000.
These girls belong to 8 different socially,
economically and politically marginalised groups.
In Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata and Mumbai,
the project is implemented in partnership with
NGOs while in Bengaluru, Chennai, Salem
and Trichy AEA directly implements the project.

KEY FOCUS AREAS

KEY FOCUS AREAS
Enhance
competency levels
in 3R’s and
prepare children
for higher
education

Enhancing capacities of
Teachers and promoting
innovative, inclusive
pedagogy

Promote
community
participation in
school governance

Developing ICT skills
amongst children to
access wider sphere
of knowledge and
learning.

Building awareness
on health & hygiene
and encouraging
ecological
restoration

KEY OBJECTIVES

Access & Quality
Education

Parents,
Community
leaders,
Local Self
Governance

Education Governance

(Effective functioning of schools)

Cognitive Development
(Access to wider learning
spaces through ICT)

Better Health , Hygiene,
Environment Protection &
Restoration

SUSTAINABILITY

(Multistakeholder Engagement)

AEA

NGOs

(Direct Implementation)

(In Partnership)

•
•
•
•

• DELHI – DCCW
• HYDERABAD – COMMITMENTS
• MUMBAI - SMS
• KOLKATA - SKHM

BENGULURU
CHENNAI
SALEM
TRICHY

PROJECT IMPLEMENTING TEAMS
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210 Girl Children
4 Child Support
Centres

ENLIGHT IN BENGALURU
Muslim girls and women lag behind their male
counterparts and women of all other communities.
Educationally, muslims comprise one of the most
backward communities in the country. According
to the Sachar Report (2006) the primary reason
to educational backwardness of muslims is abject
poverty resulting in children (especially girls) forced
to drop out after the first few classes. Young children
are engaged in small workshops, as domestic help or
for taking care of their siblings to support the family.
The women are overwhelmingly self-employed
and mostly engaged in home-based work. Sewing,
embroidery, zari work, chikan work, readymade
garments, agarbatti rolling, beedi rolling are some of
the occupations in which Muslim women workers are
concentrated. There is poor access to schools as only
a few good quality schools, especially Government
schools are found in Muslim areas. The teacher pupil
ratio is also high in these schools. Very few, who can
afford, go to private schools and for higher education.
Exclusive girls’ schools are fewer and are usually
at a distance from Muslim localities. The factors for
high incidence of non-enrolment, drop outs and low
achievement among Muslim girls are poverty, lack of
women teachers, absence of separate schools for
girls, observance of purdah, opposition to secular
education for girls, early marriage and conservative
attitudes.
ENLIGHT was launched in Bengaluru in 2015. It
is directly implemented by AEA and supports girl
children from Muslim community living in D.J.Halli
area. Though the girls go to school, education is not
a priority in the community, hence they are engaged
in household chores or in agarbatti making in after
school hours. Marriage at an early age is a common
practice in the community.

Highlights
• Enlight was initiated in the Government
Urdu Primary School in D.J.Halli. The school
principal allowed classrooms to function as
Child support centres after school hours.
Observing the positive results and increasing
number of girls coming to the centre, the
principal provided additional space and also
engaged the anganwadi teacher as support.
• Despite efforts, in the first year the
engagement was primarily with children in
school with very limited access to parents
and community members. In the second year
the team was successful in gaining the trust,
support and participation of the parents.
• Collectives of mothers were formed in the
first year itself, but they seldom functioned as
desired. The members were indifferent and
irregular for meetings. If persuaded they would
come for meetings but would prefer to be silent
participants and hesitated to take up any form
of responsibility. The positive developments in
their children changed their outlook. Soon a
message about the date, time and location was
enough to bring them all together. Today they
are pro-active participants and compliantly
take up responsibilities.
• The collectives of mothers called as the
‘mothers committee’ gradually played a crucial
role in promoting girl child education. The
monitored regularity of girl children to school,
progress made at school and encouraged
children to share daily experience in school
with parents. On the other hand parents were
counselled on the importance of girl child
education, the need for conducive time &
environment for the child to study, to listen to
them, appropriately advise them and to monitor
their progress. Parents were also made aware
about the risks in early marriage and how
higher education can benefit their girl child.
The members now regularly visit the school,
meet the teachers and try to understand the
child’s needs and progress.
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Reshma’s initiative
Reshma managed home while her husband Nayaz is an
auto-rickshaw driver. Their daughters Muskan, B.B.Iysha
and Madhiha were students of class 2nd, 4th, and 6th
respectively and were weak in studies. Both Nayaz and
Reshma had no high hopes or plans about their children’s
education and their going to school was for namesake.
Despite this Reshma had allowed her children to attend
the Child Support Centre as it was within the four
walls of the school and functioned after school hours.
Soon both Reshma and her husband noticed a positive
change in their daughters overall attitude, behaviour
and interest towards studies and school. They observed
improved exam results, a sense of discipline and
positive attitude towards school. They realised their
daughters’ potential and promised to continue their
education braving all odds. Reshma soon joined the
mothers’ committee and took lead in several awareness
building programmes to promote girl child education.
“I just want to do my part in promoting girl child
education in my community. I have led several awareness
programs & campaigns. My committee also sensitized
school teachers who now actively support the campaign.
We simultaneously, counsel and make parents aware
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about the importance of girl child education, benefits
of good hygienic practices and the evils of early
marriage. I am proud to be a member of the Mothers
Committee thus be part of Enlight”, so says Reshma.
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ENLIGHT IN CHENNAI
Since 1914, the term ‘Adi Dravida’ is used by the state
of Tamil Nadu to denote Dalits (Scheduled Caste).
Poverty, illiteracy and discrimination developed a
sense of indifference towards education within the
community. Parents prefer to marry off their girl child
on attaining puberty or engage them in household
chores, taking care of siblings than sending them
to school. Though government programmes have
resulted in several girl children from the community
attending school, most of them soon drop out as
they are first generation learners and with no support
whatsoever, develop low morale, avoid interacting
with others and are reluctant to participate in any
extra-curricular activities unless compelled. The
quality of education in the schools is of no help to
them. They are subject to discrimination and ridicule
by peer group and teachers as well. All these
develop strong sense of inferiority complex, fear that
gradually results in dropping off.
Enlight was initiated in 2015, to support girl children
from the Adi Dravida community. The project is
directly implemented by AEA and supports girl
children living in Vellanor, Pandeswaram, Anna nagar,
Goudiepuram, Kanniamman Nagar and Kalainagar
Nagar villages in the outskirts of Chennai. The target
area is primarily populated by the Kallar, Irular and
Pariyar sub-castes of Adi Dravidas. Most parents
earn their living as daily wage labourers, roadside
petty vendors, cobblers, auto-rikshaw drivers or as
coolies.

Highlights
• Enlight received appreciable support
from local governance body and the local
government school. Free space was provided
to operationalise the Child Support Centres.
Though initially parents, teachers, community
and local leaders were sceptical they soon
joined hands observing the developments
within the children. The local schools too
allowed Enlight to operationalise child support
centre in its premise.
• Enlight received appreciable support
from local governance body and the local
government school. A total of 220 girl children
are supported through six child support centres.

220 Girl Children
6 Child Support
Centres

Of the six centres three are functional in
space provided free of cost by the community,
while three function in space provided by
three government schools. Though initially
parents, teachers, community and local
leaders were sceptical they soon joined
hands observing the positive developments
within the children. A variety of low Cost / no
cost TLMs were developed to help improve
competencies in 3Rs while with an additional
variety of activities children underwent
processes that helped in their holistic
development. The centres function daily
after school hours under the supervision
and guidance of trained personnel.
• To make the children computer literate
the team mobilised 15 desktop computers.
Four of these computers were installed in
the Villivakam Panchayat Union Primary
School (Pandeshwaram) and four were
installed in the three centres for which space
was provided free of cost by the community.
Three computers were gifted to Child
support centres functional in Trichy and one
each was provided to Bengaluru and Salem
Enlight child development centres. Children
are being trained on these computers and
at regular intervals they are also shown
learning videos on inspiring and interesting
subjects.
• To make the children computer literate
the team mobilised 15 desktop computers.
Four of these computers were installed in
the Villivakam Panchayat Union Primary
School (Pandeshwaram) and four were
installed in the three centres for which space
was provided free of cost by the community.
Three computers were gifted to Child
support centres functional in Trichy and one
each was provided to Bengaluru and Salem
Enlight child development centres. Children
are being trained on these computers and
at regular intervals they are also shown
learning videos on inspiring and interesting
subjects.
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Harini’s tryst with Education !
“I liked to play than going to school. Once back from school,
I leave my school bag and rush out to play with my friends.
This was my regular routine. Neither I was serious about my
studies nor my parents ever enquired about it. But, now I like
to go to school and to study”, so says S.Harini, the 11year
old girl from Pandeshwaram village, Tiruvallur District,
Tamil Nadu.
Harini’s father is a coolie and her mother is a daily
wage labourer. She was included in the project and the
initial competency assessment exercise showed her
competency levels in Reading, Writing and Arithmetic to
be very poor. Initially she didn’t show interest despite the
support provided and her exam results became poorer.
Observing her interest in games, the Education volunteer
engaged her in the process called “Ennum Ezuthum –
Counting & Writing”. This is a playway method of teaching
and learning and it soon caught the interest of Harini.
Gradually, she began taking interest in schooling which
improved her competency levels, and this reflected
in her school results. She also began participating in
various extra-curricular activities. These activities aimed
at personality development and developing leadership
qualities within children.
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Harini, soon developed a sense of discipline and
began following it steadfastly. She soon became the
subject of appreciation in her neighbourhood and in
her classroom.
“I really liked the way my teacher (at Child Support
Centre) helped me to understand the lessons in a simple
way. I had never thought that learning could be fun,”
says Harini.
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ENLIGHT IN DELHI
The very promises of higher earnings and better
living draw millions of migrants from rural hinterlands
and other settlements to urban slums. The slum
population in Delhi city primarily comprise of migrants
from the neighbouring states of which there is a
substantial population of Scheduled Caste. Among
various problems faced by the slum children in the
age group of 6-14 years in achieving elementary
education most significant are large family size, poor
living condition, poor health, unfavourable home
condition, and surrounding environment, migration,
language problem, unstable occupation & economic
condition, poor parental educational background
and school environment. For most slum families,
educating their children is not the priority as they
do not consider it as useful or remunerable hence
pressure mounts on the children to dropout at the
earliest and to earn for the family. The Government
schools are poorly resourced, depressing and have
low teaching standards. English and computing skills
are barely taught.

234 Girl Children
12 Child Support
Centres

The project supports girl children living in Madipur,
Bawana, Dakshinpuri, Trilokpuri, Janakpuri, Pooth
Kalan Qudsia Bagh, Gadaipur, New Seemapuri,
Sultanpuri and Pandav Nagar.

ENLIGHT supports girl children from migrant
families who have settled down in the slums of
Delhi. The project is implemented in partnership
with DCCW and is operational since 2015.
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Highlights
• To prepare effective child development plans
the team adopted the CBSE pattern of grading
a child’s progress. This helped in supporting
the child effectively, reduced confusion in
assessment and helped in tracking their
academic progress.
• To make learning participative and
enjoyable the Child Support Centre Teachers
and children were trained in developing and
using a variety of Low/No Cost Teaching
Learning Materials (TLMs). This included a
variety of educational charts, flashcards and
other models. These TLMs made the learning
environment interesting and engaging. It
developed better bonding between teachers &
children and encouraged both to be innovative,
inclusive, proactively participative and mutually
supportive.
• The WALL O Books: To promote the culture
of reading libraries were set up in seven
centres (Qudsia Bagh, Madipur, Poothkalan,T.P-I, T.P-II, Dakshinpuri and WCP, New
Seemapuri). This experimental venture was
supported by ‘Crayons of Hope Foundation’, a
Kolkata Based Organisation and these libraries
are called the ‘Wall O Book’ as they hang on the
walls of the centre. Each Library has 100 story
books and is managed by children themselves.
This has developed a sense of ownership and
responsibility within them. The wide range of
books attracted the attention of children who first
browsed them and then made attempts to read it.

The centre teachers also encouraged the habit of
reading and to read out to others. These actions
are gradually developing their competency
in reading, building knowledge, sense of
imagination, creativity and analytical skills.
• The children were purposefully engaged
in a variety of activities on Saturdays. These
activities were conducted by the project team or
with support of external expert/s. The objective
was to facilitate holistic development of the child.
One such occasion was when the Centre for
Cultural Research and Training (CCRT) trained
the children in developing variety of art and
crafts which included flower making, pottery, clay
modelling, mask making etc.
• As part of promoting health, hygiene and
environment DCCW and Delhi Tuberculosis
Association jointly conducted public meetings
to prevent, control and promote treatment of
Tuberculosis.
• An intensive Mid-term evaluation process
was held for the centre teachers. This helped in
refining their understanding about the project,
the key milestones, their roles and responsibilities and in chalking out the next level plan and
actions.
• The project in Delhi faced a setback due to
the sudden migration of families. This had led to
dropping out of more than 50 children. But the
project soon bridged the gap by identifying and
including new children.

Capacity Building Initiatives for Enlight Team
• “Workshop on Story Telling” by Ms. Usha Chabra, who is a teacher by profession.
• Workshop on English Grammar, Workshop on Communication Skills
• Introducing the team to innovative tools such as Grolier Products (Talking English). This is an English 		
learning program featuring a Reading Pen that promotes comprehension and improves speaking fluency. A
thematic learning sequence based on everyday situations and common encounters that focuses on building
key language skills: Vocabulary. Grammar & Sentence patterns.
• Through a participatory process AEA sensitised and made young children aware about disability and they 		
can play a crucial role in supporting a child or adult with disability.
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Manisha’s journey to joy
A hand that deserves books

With support from all sides, Manisha soon showed
improvements. She gained confidence, began
comprehending her classroom lessons and was able
to complete her homework without any support.
Regularity to school and the centre too helped her.
Manisha began participating in the extra-curricular
activities organised in the centre and volunteered
to assist the librarian of the ‘Wall O books’.
Today she is able to read small paragraphs in both
English and Hindi and has improved remarkably
in Maths. Not only has her competency level
in Reading, Writing and Arithmetic improved
appreciably, Manisha also developed interest to
learn and especially mathematics.
Eleven year old Manisha, student of class IV was
a quiet and shy girl when she joined the New
Seemapuri centre, Delhi. Her family of six members
had migrated from Bihar, six years ago, seeking
better livelihood and resided in a single room
rented dwelling. Her father was a painter but the
income was seasonal and insufficient. Hence to
make both ends meet the family packed and sold
toys. This provided an average monthly income of
INR 6000.
Manisha was neither regular to school nor was
she able to complete her homework. She was
even irregular to the child support centre. When
enquired, the team found that she was more often
engaged in packing the toys.
When subjected to competency assessment
excercise, she scored poorly in Hindi, English and
Arithmetic. The result was shared with her parents
and they were counselled. Finally they agreed to
support and ensure a conducive environment
at home for Manisha to study. Simultaneously,
Manisha was also put under the direct supervision
of the centre teacher who with support of varied
TLMs helped her to learn. The team on the other
hand consistently met and motivated her parents
and they too began monitoring the efforts and
progress of Manisha. They also ensured that she
was regular to the school and to the child support
centre.

Manisha stood second in her class with a score of
85% in her annual exams. Today she is a confident
girl who participates actively in various activities.
She competed for slogan writing on 22nd April
“Earth Day” and won a prize. Her parents were
overwhelmed by her progress.
Enlight has been instrumental in demonstrating
several similar exemplary cases that has left parents
dumbfounded. Such efforts also has a ripple effect
with parents acknowledging the capabilities of
their daughter and committing to continue their
education.

“I am really surprised by the marks scored by Manisha who had never shown any interest in studies.
I promise to ensure that she continues with her education.” Manisha’s mother
16
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ENLIGHT IN HYDERABAD

214 Girl Children
1 Child Support
Centre

As per Census 2011, in India, out of 121 Crore
population about 2.6 crores (2.21%) are ‘disabled’.
Children with Disability (CwD) experience multiple
forms of challenges, which aggravates in context
to girls with disability who face stigma and are
constrained by traditional gender bias and cultural
barriers. The CwD are less likely to start schooling
in time and even if they do, they either drop out
soon or seldom transition to secondary school. This
is due to lack of understanding about their needs,
non-conducive & non-supportive environment and
inappropriate learning resources in schools. Hence,
concerted and co-ordinated efforts are required to
promote inclusion in the true sense.

access social security entitlements. The
members support and guide families who are
in search for resources to take care of their
GCwD. The Sangham has turned into a resource
group and their proactive actions instil hope,
confidence and self-reliance within the GCwD
and their parents.

In Hyderabad, Enlight is implemented in partnership
with COMMITMENTS to support girl children with
disability (GCwD) residing in L.B.Nagar, Kapra
and Uppal municipalities. The project was initiated
in 2015 and supports 214 GCwD. Community
Based Rehabilitation is the strategic approach for
mainstreaming the GCwD.

Highlights
• To assess the competency levels of GCwD,
a special tool was developed and based on the
results action plan was developed for each child. In
the second year (2016-17) the project successfully
enrolled six GCwD into regular schools.
• To conduct corrective surgeries for girl children
with locomotor disability, resources to a tune of INR
200,000 were mobilised. Those who underwent
surgery were also provided with callipers and
medicines. In addition a total of 124 children with
MR/Locomotor Disability received therapeutic
services on regular basis (weekly /fortnightly /
monthly) resulting in marked improvements in
ADLS. Some children are now able to walk on their
own with support of aids and appliances.
• To promote community based rehabilitation,
parent’s collectives called the ‘Sahajeevana
Sangham’ has been formed. There are three
such groups with 214 active members actively
supporting Enlight in L.B.Nagar, Uppal and Kapra.
The members have been trained and are well
aware/informed about how to and from where to
seek appropriate resources such as health care
and affordable services.health care and affordable
services. They also advise and guide about how to
17

• A total of 13 GCwD received their SADAREM
certificates while 25 GCwD were linked to
disability pension. The disability pension is
a great relief for parents. It helps in meeting
medical and nutritional needs of their child.
Timely access to institutional support is a
huge challenge, hence the project developed
rapport with various hospitals and Institutions
(Kamineni hospital, Bhagavan Mahaveer Trust,
Helios Hospital, NIEPID - National Institute for
the Empowerment of Persons with Intellectual
Disabilities, NIHH - National Institute for Hearing
Handicapped) which benefitted 89 children.
• To strengthen the process of community
based rehabilitation, to instil hope and
confidence amongst parents and the GCwD
several events were organised. GCwD were
encouraged to participate in the various activities
organised during these events. This developed
confidence within both children and parents. It
also strengthened inter-personal relationships.
To motivate children to go to school, books and
school bags were mobilised and provided to 37
children who now go to school regularly without
any fear or hesitation.
• The project team too underwent training
in Community Based Rehabilitation Process
which helped in facilitating and strengthening
parents and community role in care, support and
rehabilitation process. The team visited several
institutes supporting the disabled to understand
different methods and approaches in practice.
They also attended a workshop on ‘Application
of ICT for PwDs’ organised by MANASA.
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A Tripartite Effort for Inclusion

Setipalli Abhinaya, had the habit of chewing
bedsheets, hair and anything that was within her
reach. She was just 1.5 kilograms when born and
the doctors had suggested hospital care. She was
also diagnosed with one functional kidney and a
hole in her heart. The cost of surgery was estimated
to be INR 100,00 which was far within the affordable
limits of her parents who earned their living as daily
wage labourers!
Abhinaya was thirteen years old and a student of
4th class when she was identified and included in
the project by the Enlight team in 2016. She resided
with her parents and two younger brothers studying
in 4th and 3rd classes respectively in Bhagatsingh
Nagar (LB Nagar Municipality). She was a dull child
who prefered to remain secluded. Her parents had
consulted several doctors but it was of little help.
She was also denied the SADAREM certificate. At
the age of 10 she was enrolled in school but had
trouble in learning. She wrote alphabets in reverse!
Soon she turned out to be quite irregular to school.
The Enlight team, first, subjected her to a proper
full fledged medical assessment in the National
Institute for Mentally Handicapped (NIMH)

and she was prescribed for regular treatment and
concerted support. To meet the expenses of her
treatment the team encouraged her parents to save
money, which turned to be helpful.
Simultaneously, her competencies were assessed
and the result turned to be quite depressing.
She had very low competency levels in the 3R’s
(Reading, Writing and Arithmetic). She scored ‘C’
in all the three aspects! A specific plan of support
was designed. This included dedicated support
to Abhinaya along with peer group support in
classroom. Even her teachers were counselled
to provide her extra attention and support. This
tripartite intervention gradually showed positive
results in her behavior, attitude and learning
abilities. She soon began interacting and engaging
with her peer group, learned to recognize
alphabets, write properly and turned regular to
classes. Accompanied by her mother, she attended
Sahajeevan Sangham meetings, physiotheraphy
sessions and MR camps regularly. To the surprise
of all, this shy and introvert girl began interacting
and engaging with her neighbours. She is now
regular to the centre and actively participates in the
extra-currucular activities organised in the centre.
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ENLIGHT IN KOLKATA
Prostitution is regarded as the oldest profession
in the world and there are several countries with
long histories of this activity. India is one of those
countries. There are 2 million sex workers presently
working in India, unofficial number is expected to be
much higher than this. There are several reasons
in the increasing number of sex workers in India;
poverty, lack of education, breakdown of marriages,
tradition, human trafficking, personal tragedies are a
few to name. The women and girls are also abducted
or kidnapped from various places mostly from Nepal,
West Bengal and Bangladesh and pushed into sex
work but mostly trafficked in the pretext of providing
employment and a better life. According to the Immoral
Traffic (Suppression) Act, 1956, prostitution is illegal
in India. While a woman can use her body in private
for a commercial purpose but soliciting business or
seducing clients in public; running brothels, pimping
and prostitution rings is illegal and punishable. Male
sex workers are not recognised by the law. The
clients can be punished for sexual activity at or close
to a public place. Thus the Indian law is vague and
ambiguous when it comes to prostitution. As there is
no proper law, the sex workers are exploited by the
pimps and the owners because they have nowhere
to go. Once a female is involved in such activities she
is not accepted back in the mainstream society or
family, resulting in them continuing with same.
Enlight was initiated in partnership South Kolkata
Hamari Muskan (SKHM) to support girl children of
sex workers living in the infamous Bowbazar red
light area, Kolkata. The project is operational since
2015 and is a crucial component of a larger initiative
of SKHM which in altogether is a convergence of
Educational, Therapeutic, Nutritional and Livelihood
interventions. In the second year the project reached
out to girl children in Sonagachi red light area and
thus in total supports 219 girl children living in these
two infamous red light areas.
With low income, malnourishment amongst children
is quite common. Though some children get support
from Anganwadis there is little to no knowledge
about nutrition amongst mothers. Many lack proper
parenting skills. Prostitution has severe impact
on the physical, physiological, psychological and
social health of a girl child. Gender discrimination
and domestic violence is widespread and accepted
within the community.
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219 Girl Children
3 Child Support
Centres

Most Children (especially girls) exhibit risky
behaviours as they grow up in a disabling
environment. They are denied their right to
protection, participation and development and
this multiplies the risk of getting involved in
prostitution (second-generation prostitution)
or getting trafficked.
Though several children do get enrolled
in schools, various socio, economic and
educational barriers force them to drop
out before or on completion of primary
schooling. Further, lack of conducive space,
environment at home, low self- esteem and
stigma are huge deterrents. Girl children are
forced to drop out of school either to shoulder
household responsibilities or to get married
or are forced into prostitution. Having to live
in the area, these children are often victims of
violence, abuse (including sexual abuse). The
traumatic experiences make them incapable
to function in normal activities and most suffer
from depression and other mental health
manifestation.
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Highlights
• In the second year (2016-17) the project
had enrolled a total of 219 children and to
accommodate them two additional child support
centres were opened up; one in Bowbazar itself
and the other in Sonagachi, another prominent
red light area.
• The focus is on holistic development
(educational, physical, mental and cognitive
development) of the children. The children get
support from experts that help in developing
their educational competencies. They also
undergo group & Individual counselling, art
& play based therapy and life skills training to
overcome trauma. The children also undergo
various personality development programmes
to uphold their courage, confidence, morale and
motivate them to continue their education.
• Children below six years are provided
non-formal education through Montessori trained
Educationist & ICDS Specialists in the day-care
learning centre while children above six years
are provided educational support in all subjects
in the child support centres in after school hours.
• The educational progress is monitored
through regular assessment and based on the
results appropriate support is provided to the
child. This has helped in ensuring retention
of the children. There has been no case of
school drop-outs in the past two year. The
overarching programme supports students

with textbooks, question-papers, guide books,
class/home work text copies and essential
stationeries such as pencils, erasers & pens,
geography maps, graph sheets, pencil/pastel/
water colours and uniforms.
• All three Child Support Centres has
multi-functions based on the age of the
child. These centres are the only safe and
secure place for the children. For the very
young children the centre is a crèche and for
others it is a centre that provides educational
support, nutritional support and psycho-social
care to children to help them attain their full
potential. The children are also trained in fine
arts, computer literacy (basics), kick-boxing
& karate, drama and music: for creative
and cognitive development. The monthly
wall-magazine UJAAN, by the children,
captures and highlights their creative
expressions.
• To protect the most vulnerable children,
daily visits are made to their home to ensure
that the child is able to fulfil their basic needs
and go to school. These visits are also
opportunities to engage and influence parent/
guardian and other important stakeholders
who can support the child. These home visits
has also helped in inculcating a sense of
discipline amongst the children which has
resulted in no dropouts from school.
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Kindling a dream!
Eight-year-old Sarasvati, student of Class III (Lee
Memorial School, Kolkata), is a native of South 24
Parganas (West Bengal) and one of the two surviving
daughters of Charu whose husband abandoned her
following birth of their third daughter. In patriarchal
societies like India, daughters are considered as
“burden” as following the so-called tradition of
dowry/groom price making “marrying daughters
off” an “expensive affair”.
Charu was left alone to make both ends meet.
Poverty and insecurity pushed her into relationship
with a local man having business in Kolkata. It was
him who brought Charu to Bowbazaar red light
area and induced her to work under his patronage
and also took care of all his needs.
Sarasvati would roam the alleys of Bowbazar, with
her toddler sister in tow. One day her Thamma
(Charu’s landlady) brought her to the Child support
centre in Bowbazar and enrolled her. Initially,
each day was a tussle between Saraswati and her
Thamma; the former had to be dragged to the
centre.
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But, gradually she developed liking towards the
affectionate caregivers in the centre and made
no fuss coming to the centre. She also joined
the reading, writing and other play-way activity
sessions in the centre.
After a year, Sarasvati expressed interest to attend
school. The Lee Memmorial Girls School admitted
her in Class 1 following persuasion and assurance
from the SKHM team. This proved to be easier said
than done, as, soon Sarasvati turned resistant to
lessons. Despite various play therapy sessions she
showed reluctance to study. Eight months later,
matters changed to worse. One day her peer group
informed about Sarasvati’s week long absence from
school. Immediately a guardian’s call was made and
the team lead by Ms. Srabani herself engaged with
Sarasvati to understand her reluctance. Sarasvati
disclosed that she has not been sleeping well at
night; the din, light, and constant fights between
clients and women in the locality kept her awake.
Sarasvati had not slept well for the entire week!
As an immediate response, an exclusive caretaker
was appointed for Sarasvati whose role was to
ensure that Sarasvati had proper sleep, food and
other timely support. The caregiver, Ms. Jaya
ensured that Sarasvati took afternoon nap in the
centre itself on returning from school and then
under the supervision of Ms. Poornima (Centre
teacher) completed her homework and studied her
lessons. At 11 pm post dinner with 45 other children
in the centre, Saraswati was escorted home along
with other children by Jaya. On reaching home Jaya
tucked Sarasvati for sleep and returned back in the
morning to help her get ready for school. Gradually,
Sarasvati showed interest in learning, was no more
moody or hesitant. She actively participated in
activities without any fuss and went to school
regularly. Her competencies too improved. She
soon came back proudly holding her report card
with scores of ‘A’s and ‘B’s. It was a moment of joy
for the team, for they had re-kindled a dream within
the child.
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ENLIGHT IN MUMBAI
To make a living, waste pickers collect household or
commercial/industrial waste from private waste bins
on the curb or from dumpsters, along the streets
and waterways or on municipal dumps and landfills.
Some work in recycling warehouses or recycling
plants owned by their cooperatives or associations.
Waste picking involves a large number of women and
children. Illiterate, unskilled persons, migrants, those
lowest in the caste hierarchy and the poorest of the
poor, predominantly work as waste pickers as they
are unable to find any other kind of employment.
They live in extreme poverty and usually do not send
their daughter to school. Daughters are married off at
early age. Most children are first generation learners
and therefore do not get any support or guidance
back home.
Waste pickers suffer through harsh conditions. The
occupation of waste-picking is characterised as –
dangerous, drudgery and demanding.

125 Girl Children
7 Child Support
Centres

The work of the waste-pickers is not always
appreciated or acknowledged, although they make
a positive contribution to the society. Several
studies have highlighted that waste-pickers are at
a high risk of developing occupational morbidities
particularly injuries, respiratory illness, eye
infection, stomach problems, typhoid, diarrhoea,
and musculoskeletal disorder.
AEA in partnership with Stree Mukti Sangathana,
launched Enlight in Mumbai in 2016 to support girl
children from families engaged in waste picking.
The project identified 125 girl children across
Kanjumarg West, Kanamwar Nagar East, Surya
Nagar, Powai, Kanamwar Nagar (E), Tagore Nagar
and Vikroli and commenced engaging with them
through 7 Child Support Centres.
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Education changes life !
Janvi’s neighbourhood friend had introduced her to the
Enlight centre (Kannamwar Nagar-2, Vikhroli ) where she
occasionally visited and even participated in the sessions
conducted in the centre. Once she came on a Saturday
and that was the turning point. Saturdays are special
days on which children are engaged in a variety of life
skill and soft skill developing activities. Janvi enjoyed the
day and began visiting the centre more often. Observing
her interest, the team met and convinced her parents to
send her to the centre regularly. Quite reluctantly she was
allowed to join the centre.
Nine year old Janvi Kedare was a shy and quite girl. She
belonged to the dalit community. Her mother is a waste
picker and father earns as a daily wage labourer. She
enjoyed coming to the child support centre where she
could play and spend quality time for herself. They lived in
Kannamwar Nagar Part-2, which is an unauthorised slum
that often gets flooded with tidal water and is always at
risk of demolition drives by the municipality. When their
hut gets flooded with the tidal water, it takes atleast 2 to
3 days for the hut to dry up.
The team found that Janvi was irregular to school and her
parents were quite indifferent to it. For her parents priority
was that she took care of her 13 year old elder brother
who is mentally challenged and her 7 year old school
going younger brother. Tied up with such responsibilities
at a tender age and also with no support from any corner
Janvi had lost interest in studies and school.
A competency enhancement plan was designed by the

team for Janvi. The team met her parents and consistently
counselled them to support Janvi. Gradually, with
special attention and support by the team in the centre,
Janvi began showing progress in reading, writing and
arithmetic. The joyful and supportive atmosphere in the
centre and the variety of activities brought a positive
change in Janvi’s overall personality. Today Janvi is
an active person who not only participates in various
activities but also takes lead and confidently engages
with her peer group. She is regular to school and serious
about her studies. Janvi aims to become a doctor!

Curriculum Appreciation Workshop

Ms. Pushpalata from the School Development Project ( Bandipur
Reserve Forest, Karnataka) demonstrating a simple low cost TLM.
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A three day workshop (3rd – 5th Jul 2016) on
curriculum appreciation was organized by AEA
Chennai team, in ICSA, Chennai. Ms. Sumathi
Sudhakar (Publisher at Funbug Publishing
Private Limited, Chennai and Program Director
- Education, Shriram Foundation) was the key
resource person. Team members from Enlight
project (Chennai, Salem, Bengaluru and Trichi)
and the School Development Projects based
in Mudhumalai (Tamil Nadu) and Bandipur
(Karnataka)
Reserve
Forests
respectively
participated in the workshop. The workshop
helped the participants in understanding how
to assess children based on different domains
including nutritional, physical, social, emotional &
cognitive development and about how to develop
low cost/no cost Teaching and Learning Materials
based on the concept of ‘multiple intelligence’.
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Highlights
• The parents of girl children who were engaged
in waste picking have stopped engaging their
children in waste picking and now ensure that
they are regular to the school and the child
support centre. Five girls who had dropped out
were successfully enrolled back and they now
attend classes regularly.

encouraged to collectively plan and celebrate
important days and birthday of peer member.
This has helped in developing solidarity
and bonding amongst children. The team
also received support from Vasundhara
Co-operative to set up libraries in all the
centres.

• The confidence and competency levels have
enhanced amongst the girl children who now
do not fear homework and school. Parents too
are supportive and monitor the progress of their
child. There is a positive approach amongst both
parents and children towards education which
has resulted in no dropout amongst the girls who
are part of the project. Each child has a dream
and ambition to be fulfilled.

• Children were also trained in livelihood
based skills such as Craft and Mehendi Art.
Even inter – centre sports and competitions
were organized wherein children from all
Enlight centres came together, organized and
participated in the events.

• Observing the progress made by the children,
parents have stopped their daughters from waste
picking. They now insist and ensure that the child
is regular to both school and the centre. The
mothers especially closely monitor the progress
of their child, listen to their experience in school,
assess their needs and support aptly. The
mothers now actively participate and support
the various activities that are undertaken in the
centre for the overall development of the child.
• On saturdays the children are engaged
in a variety of activities in the centre. These
activities are aimed at their physical, mental and
overall personality development. Children are

• To promote self-protection amongst the girl
children they were made aware about the Good
Touch & Bad Touch. Further, both children and
mothers were made aware about good health,
good personal hygiene practices, how to keep
one’s living surroundings neat and clean, the
need and ways to enhance nutritional intake in
one’s diet. Following these sessions, children
have now adopted good practices of personal
hygiene and nutritional intake.
• The Child support centre teachers were
trained on different methods of teaching,
developing and use of appropriate TLMs. This
has improved the quality of engagement with
children resulting in improved competency
levels amongst the children. This clearly
reflects from their progress reports too.
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ENLIGHT IN SALEM
Tamil Nadu is one of the six high HIV prevalence
states of India and the maximum number of AIDS
cases are from the districts of Chennai, Namakkal,
Salem, Vellore, Dindigul and Trichy. For more than
90 percent of the cases, the heterosexual route
has been reported as the mode of transmission of
the virus. Families having children with HIV/AIDS
is generally a family dealing with crisis, illness,
lack of resources, social isolation and in need
of medical, psychological and social services.
It is important to assist these children and their
families through inter-disciplinary interventions
oriented to improving the quality of life. HIV and
AIDS profoundly affect children at many levels.
Parents get sick, are not able to work or are not
there to protect their children resulting in disruption
of the child’s life and put their health, security and
education at risk. The trauma and fear within the
infected person engulfs the entire family and loss
of a family member further aggravates the situation
altogether having a cascading negative effect on
the child’s life and well-being. Despite efforts to
make people aware about HIV/AIDS there is strong
stigma attached and families are forced to leave
their home in search of new adobe if their identity
of being infected gets disclosed.
Enlight was initiated in Salem in 2015 to support
girl children infected/affected by HIV/AIDS.
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220 Girl Children
1 Child Support
Centre

It is directly implemented by AEA with active
support from the Salem District Network of Positive
People (SNP+). The project engage with 220 girl
children living across Salem Corporation, Omalur,
Kadayampatty,
Tharamangalam,
Veerapandi,
Konganapuram, Edappadi, Panamarathupatty and
Ayothiyapattinam. This is the most challenging
endeavour of Enlight and the reasons are;
• The target children are spread across a huge
area (unlike other target groups) hence engaging
with them directly on daily basis is not possible.
Thus the strategy of having child support centre
also turns ineffective.
• HIV/AIDS is attached with strong stigma. Hence,
the team need to be extra careful, in protecting the
identity of the family and child. Any disclosure of
identity would lead to forced eviction of the family.
Even regular visit to the family is a challenge as it
generates curiosity amongst the neighbours which
is risky.
Despite the challenges, the team engage and
support the children and their family through well
planned strategic and innovative approach.
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Highlights
• As the children lived in a widespread area it
was difficult for the team to engage with them
daily. Hence the team initiated ‘E-Counselling’
through mobile phone. This helps in monitoring
the children’s daily routine, regularity to school,
needs and overall progress through phone. The
e-counselling also helps in keeping track whether
the infected member in the family has medicines
in stock, takes the prescribed medicines
regularly and attends medical check-ups in time
as advised by the doctor. The e-counselling
approach has been quite helpful in supporting
family members in depression. Altogether this
has helped in upholding the morale of the child
and her family. Many parents felt that it was a
simple but quite effective method as it did not
require any pre-planning or expenditure on
travelling which is there in case of face to face
counselling. Many also found e-counselling as a
convenient approach in sharing their problems
than in face to face meetings. The team does
undertake Face to face counselling regularly
during the monthly meetings and also if it is
essential and unavoidable.
• To strengthen the overall process, trained
members of the Salem District Network of
Positive People (SNP+) meet the children
and their family at regular intervals and
provide educational support/guidance. Thus
a combination of e-counselling sessions and
intermittent direct engagement with the children
is the driving force in ensuring their education
and overall development.
• Despite
varied
challenges,
mothers’
committee has been formed and is well active.
The members were trained on health & hygiene,
early childhood health care, immunization
and advised on the importance of periodic
health check-ups and taking medicines
regularly. Monthly meetings and capacity
building sessions are also organised regularly.
Mothers are encouraged to set up kitchen
garden that would help in having well balanced
nutritious diet. The mothers meetings are also
opportunities to engage with the children hence
the mothers/ guardians are encouraged to bring

the children too along with them. Though
initially the mothers were hesitant, but as
they understood the relevance, they began
bringing their children along with them. While
the mothers have their meetings and capacity
building sessions, the children are counselled
and engaged in various learning activities that
help them in enhancing their competencies
and overall development.
• The project team also underwent training
programmes in developing and application of
low cost/no cost teaching learning materials,
managing health based database of the
infected/affected child, develop awareness on
support systems available for treatment and
about how to link the infected/affected to it.
The team was also trained on health, hygiene
& nutrition and this helped them to guide the
families appropriately. Several families were
guided on how to set up kitchen garden which
has now become their primary source for
nutritious diet and savings for the family.
• To manage the educational and health
related costs children were encouraged to
save money. A total of 160 Children were
provided with “Hundi/Piggy Bank” and
encouraged to save their pocket money. With
support of parents, the children saved money
which served to meet their educational or
health related requirements.
• The project linked families to various
government schemes and entitlements,
mobilised resources from private donors
benefitting the family and child. (Refer
box item). Enlight has been successful in
developing a positive attitude within families.
They have shunned despair for a positive
outlook, practice a disciplined life that
comprise of timely regular intake of medicines,
medical check-ups & nutritious diet, following
proper hygienic practices, and participating in
awareness meetings. The positivity within the
family has helped the child in her health and
educational development.
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Building back lost lives !
Infected with HIV/AIDs and Tuberculosis and faced with
stigma, 15 year old Jasmine, student of 9th class student
in the Jayarani Matriculation Higher Secondary school
was forced to drop out. Jasmine’s life became miserable
after her mother passed away. Her father remarried and
left Jasmine to fend herself. She worked from home,
pasting decorative stones on sarees and earned meagre
amount that was insufficient. Jasmine struggled to make
both ends meet without any support.
The project team had met her in 2015 and on observing
her condition had immediately linked her to medical
support for tuberculosis treatment. It took 6 months
for her to recuperate both mentally and physically. The
team regularly monitored her progress and motivated
her. When Jasmine expressed her desire to continue
education, the team met her father and persuaded him
to support her. After much persuasion and counselling he
finally agreed. Following recovery Jasmine was enrolled
back in 9th class in the Government Higher Secondary
school, Moongapadi, Salem. With renewed hope, energy
and confidence Jasmine has begun her journey and
works hard with her lessons. Jasmine is determined and
the Enlight team is in support.
Tamil Selvi’s husband was a mason who could not work
after being infected by HIV/AIDS. They lived in rented
house and with no stable income struggled to pay the
monthly rent (INR 1500) and to meet the cost of their daily
needs. Soon depression set in and Tamil Selvi lost hope
and interest in everything, Often she failed to cook food
and feed her children on time. Their condition came to
light when the team met their daughter Gowri, who was
a 7th class student in the Amma Palayam government
aided school.

The team met and counselled her parents, especially Tamil
Selvi and mobilised funds from the Doctor Typhagne
Memorial Charitable (India) which helped in setting up a
small shop. The shop provided income and this boosted
hope and morale of the family. The team regularly visited
the family and encouraged them. They were also linked
with the team through e-counselling. Now the family is
able to pay the monthly rent regularly, meet their daily
expenses and most importantly, Gowri never again had
to go to school empty stomach. Whenever, Tamil Selvi
felt low, she connects with the team over phone to share
her worries and each time the supporting and guiding
voice on the other side helped her to move ahead with
confidence! Gowri’s competencies in reading, writing and
mathematics have improved well. She is able to keep up
in pace with the school.
The Salem Enlight team grapple with extreme situations
in their endeavour to support 220 girl children and their
families. It was not poverty but lost hope, despair, fear and
many a times the unwillingness to live, are situations that
the team have to address! Families struggle under stigma,
poor health, fear of death, hopelessness and worry about
the future of their children who are the worst affected!
The Salem district network of positive people (SNP+) and
it’s team of volunteers have been a crucial support for
the ENLIGHT Project and many a times it has been their
timely support that has helped the team to deal with
difficult situations.

Government programmes/schemes
•
•
•
•

8 Children linked with OVC Scheme which provides INR 3000 annually.
5 double orphan children admitted in the government hostel.
3 Women linked to widow pension scheme receive INR 1000 as Monthly Pension.
1 Person linked to Old Age Pension Scheme (Receives Monthly Pension of INR 1000).
Private donor support

• 72 girl children received dress materials (Vasthara Danam) worth of INR 21,600.
• 24 Children received Note Books worth INR 840 and 75 Children received School Shoes worth INR 11,250.
• The Rajasthan Welfare Association provided Annual Scholarship of INR 1000 each for 10 Children and to provide
INR 20,000 to family members to conduct rituals for death due to HIV/AIDS.
• The Divine Memorial Trust provided Health Mix (Nutrition) worth INR 240 on monthly basis for 6 HIV/AIDS 		
infected children.
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220 Girl Children
6 Child Learning
Centres

ENLIGHT IN TRICHY
Arunthathiyars are also known as Chakkliar,
Thoti, Madiga, Pagadai, Adi Andra, Adi Karnataka,
Chemman and Maadari in Tamil Nadu and as Madiga
or Mangs in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. As per
the current estimate around 8 million Arundhathiyars
live in the state. They belong to the lower most rung
of the caste system and are engaged in Mannual
Scavenging. They are treated as ‘untouchables’ not
only by the upper caste but also by the other Dalit
groups, hence they are also known as the ‘Dalit
amongst the Dalits’. In rural areas the Arunthathiyars
are forced to live in segregated separate colonies and
are not allowed to use common resources. They have
separate water source and burial grounds. Their work
involves manual cleaning of open toilets, sweeping
streets and public places. Illiteracy, alcoholism and
early marriage of girls are common issues within
the community. Only 1.75% of the Arunthathiyars
are literate and only 0.16% have completed their
10th std in school. Low socio-economic status and
discrimination force the children to dropout soon.
Enlight was initiated in Trichy in 2015. The project is
directly implemented by AEA to support girl children
from the Arunthathiyar community.

Highlights
• In Trichy the project Enlight engages with
220 girl children through 6 Child support
centres of which 3 are provided free of cost
by the community. In two of the centres, the
community has also provided additional utility
items such as fan, tube lights and also painted
the walls for a better ambience.
• Initially the support from parents and the
community were not encouraging. Children
too were irregular to the centre and the
parents were indifferent to it. But with children
demonstrating positive educational and
overall development, parents and community
members extended support and provided
free space to operationalise the child support
centres and also ensured that the children
were regular to the centre.
• In each location mothers groups have
been formed. These groups help in enrolment
and retention of girl children. They also
monitor progress of children and encouraged
them to participate in extra-curricular
activities. The group sensitised other parents
and community members on the need for
conducive environment at home for the child
to study. The group was capacitated on health,
nutrition and hygienic practices which was
then adopted by them and also propagated by
them. These mothers’ groups were the source
to ideas such as; Kutti Teacher, Savings for
Education and Give It Up programme!
• On receiving the computers mobilised by
the Chennai Enlight Team, they were installed
in three centres (provided by community)
and children are being trained to use it. At
regular intervals the children are also shown
educative videos.
• The Employees of Capgemini in Trichy
supported the girls with educational materials
worth INR 26,000 based on needs expressed
by the children themselves.
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Big wonders from simple idea...
Reshma’s father is employed as a sweeper on contractual
basis by the Trichy Corporation. Her mother manages
the home and suffers from health problems. The meagre
income and Reshma’s school fee of INR 850 was a
recurring concern for the family. This was also a deterrent
to Reshma’s education, who was a student of class VI
in the Methodist Girls Higher Secondary School. Her
competency levels had dropped and this was a concern
for her teacher. It was during this period Reshma was
included in the project and with support she gradually
improved in her studies and soon she was scoring well in
her exams which was a relief for her teachers. Despite this
the issue of paying the fees lingered in her mind.
In October 2016, the concept of ‘Fund for Education’ was
introduced and children were encouraged to save their
pocket money and each child was given a piggy bank.
Reshma liked the idea and began saving her pocket
money and at times persuaded her father to give her
extra pocket money which she used to save.

In a matter of six months she had saved INR 1134 and with
this money she paid her school fees and also purchased
educational accessories for her sister. For the first time her
father was able to pay her fees without having to take a
loan.

“I never thought that such a simple idea can do such wonders” so says the overwhelmed father.
Today they continue to pursue the idea of small savings for education!
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PROMOTING ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & NUTRITION
In 2016-17, the project initiated actions to address one of its
key objectives; the “Environment protection & rejuvenation,
Health and Nutrition”. The intervention commenced with
several awareness programmes on health, nutrition and
hygiene targeting both children and their parents. On health
and nutrition aspect parents and children were made aware
about the nutritional value of various vegetables and fruits,
especially those that are locally available and emphasized
on the need to make it part of their regular diet and thus
practice intake of a healthy diet. To make these awareness
programmes interesting, children were encouraged to collect
information about a vegetable of their choice and present
it before others (Children and parents). This was followed
by additional inputs by the team. This was called as the
‘Vegetable day” programme.
Considering the fact that the target families belonged to the
economically weaker sections, the awareness programmes
also informed them about how they can have cost effective
healthy diet. The parents and children were encouraged to set
up kitchen garden and to rely more on locally grown vegetables
and fruits. Parents and children were made aware about the
various locally and commonly available vegetables and fruits
that can prevent malnutrition, anemia and night blindness.
They were also trained on how to set up simple kitchen garden
so that they have less dependence on the market which is
often a costly affair. Children were first trained on the steps
to set up kitchen garden following a sample kitchen garden
was developed in the child development centre. Those who
were interested were provided with seeds. The idea was soon
picked up by children and families who enthusiastically set up
Kitchen Gardens, took good care of it and are now gaining the
fruits of their labour. To promote personal and environmental
hygiene, both parents and children were made aware of the
various health risks if they did not practice hygiene. They were
advised on how to follow good hygienic practices, keep their
environment clean, and take other precautionary steps to
avoid health problems. Women and the girls were made aware
about various health & hygiene practices and especially on
the need to use sanitary napkins. Children were made aware
about the importance of cleanliness and encouraged to assist
parents in keeping one’s home and surroundings clean, avoid
littering, practice hygiene and preventive measures to avoid
ill-health. Falling sick was common amongst children with
the advent on monsoon and this was both expensive and
disruptive affair for the family. In Chennai, at the start of the
monsoon season, children were provided with ‘Nilavembu
Kashayam’ a locally available ayurvedic medicine that helps
in strengthening one’s immune system which helped the
children remain healthy throughout the monsoon season.
The awareness building sessions on hygienic and protective
practices to be followed during monsoon season too helped
the children.

HIGHLIGHTS
• DCCW organised public meeting in
collaboration
with
Delhi
Tuberculosis
Association (DTBA) in its educational centre
at Gadaipur (Delhi) to promote awareness
on TB. Children, Parents and community
members participated in the event and gained
information on prevention, control, treatment
for Tuberculosis and hazards of avoiding
treatment.
Catch them young: To promote inclusion
through children, an experimental venture was
initiated in which Ms. Poonam, Programme
Officer, Programme Development and
Support (AEAI-SA) engaged with the children
and the centre faculty of three centres namely
Janakpuri, Dakshinpuri and Madipur in Delhi
to develop awareness about disability. Being
a visually disabled person herself, Poonam
designed simple sessions which were a mix
of storytelling, personal experience sharing,
and games and this helped the audience
to understand better about disability and
the issues linked with it. Both children and
the centre faculty members learned about
how to identify disability, the correct use of
terminologies and the minimum support one
could provide especially to a disabled child.
Encouraged with the success and good
response Poonam now aims to reach out to
other centres too.
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64 Kutti
Teachers in
Action

Kutti (Small) teachers...the little mentors!
Priyadarshini was thrilled when Savithri, asked her to be
the ‘Kutty Teacher’ for Rubini and help her in reading and
writing english. She was mentored by Savithri to develop
into a full-fledged ‘Kutty Teacher” for supporting children
with low competencies in reading and writing in English.

turn co-operative. They accept them as mentors whom
they can trust and dependable at any time. They find
Kutti Teacher as someone with whom they can share
their fears, doubts, inhibitions and aspirations without
hesitation or feeling inferior.

Rubini, too was excited, and looked forward to be guided
by Priyadarshini. She liked the language and wanted to
learn it but was hesitant in seeking repeated support
from Savithri, the Child development centre incharge.
Savithri was a trained incharge and knew well how to
provide educational support to children and they liked
her very much. Priyadarshini too liked Savithri but often
felt uncomfortable to reach out for support repeatedly.
There was a sense of inferior complexity too, somewhere
within her.

Children who score ‘A’ in the competency assessment
exercise are encouraged to become mentors for those
with low competencies. But before undertaking the
responsibility of being a ‘mentor’, they first undergo
training on basic teaching techniques, use of simple
TLMs and the use of apt rhymes/ folk songs. They also
undergo training on health & hygiene, environmental
cleanliness and the basic code of conduct to be followed
when they engage with other children. On completion of
this training they become the ‘Kutty Teacher – the Little
Teacher’ !

Priyadarshini and Rubini, connected well. Rubini enjoyed
the company of Priyadarshini and quickly accepted her as
her buddy and guide. There was no inhibition or hesitation
in seeking support and gradually her competencies
improved. This was a win – win situation for both! Rubini’s
school teachers appreciated and commended her
progress. Rubini herself is quite thrilled with her ability to
read and write in English – the language she loves !
The idea of ‘Kutti Teacher’ has its roots in the observation
that children learnt faster with support of peer
member/s. Children with low competency levels are
demotivated, shy and resistant to learning. Their fear of
failure and rebuke turns barrier to the learning process.
They also develop a sense of inferiority complexity
which resists from seeking help/support. With peer
members, they somehow feel assured, comfortable and
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The idea was first experimented in Trichy Enlight Project
and as the results turned to be positive and encouraging,
it was replicated in Chennai, Salem and Bengaluru. Each
Kutty Teacher supported two/three children. Today there
are 64 Kutty Teachers in action. The Kutty Teachers not only
assist in faster learning amongst children but also build a
sense of solidairty and support for the weak amongst the
children! They are embodiments of courage, hope and
positivity for those with fear & inferior complexity. They
are accepted well also because they belong from the
same socio-economic and geographical platform and are
well aware of the dynamics and challenges that children
face. The Kutty Teachers also play a key role in managing
the centres in the absence of the centre co-ordinator.
Several children who received support have volunteered
and become Kutty Teachers themselves thus upholding
the spirit of solidarity and support to the weak.
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My Savings is My Education!
Due to poverty, parents often find great difficulty in
fulfilling the educational needs of their children. They
often end up taking loan from friends or the local
money lender to fulfil such needs and especially to
pay school fees. On the other hand attending school
without essential educational accessories are traumatic
for the child too as she is then subject to reprimand
by the teacher and ridicule of fellow classmates. This
results in gradual retreat from studies and school.
To address this issue, children were encouraged to save
money and build a corpus for oneself. Children linked with
the project in Trichy, Salem and Chennai were provided
with a piggy bank and encouraged to save their pocket
money. The idea gradually picked up and children began
saving their pocket money. Though there were mixed
reactions amongst the parents, few supported their
children by contributing to the savings. It was collectively
decided that money saved would be used primarily for
meeting expenses related to educational needs such as in
purchasing books, notebooks, pencils, erasers, uniforms,
shoes, paying school fees and for any form of emergency.

11% spent their money for the family, especially to buy
food materials, 9% of children had bought Tiffin Box/
Lunch bag and 4% children had paid their school fees.
This simple idea has not only provided funds for meeting
the educational needs of the children, but has also had
several positive side effects; it developed a sense of value
for money and savings within the child, they stopped
spending their pocket money on frivolous things
(unhealthy roadside food, sweets etc.). The savings was a
huge lesson on savings for parents too, it was also a face
saver and matter of dignity especially for those who were
often forced to take loan to meet educational expenses
of their children.
The project Enlight is on a mission to spread the light of
savings across all its intervention locations !

A total of 600 children joined the campaign. On analysing
the utilisation pattern of the saved money it was found
that 40% of the children used the savings to purchase
Educational Materials, 27% bought support accessories
(School bags, Uniforms and slippers) for themselves,
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CAPGEMINI EMPLOYEES SPREAD SMILES...
Divya’s parents were unable to afford her educational
needs and therefore she was often ridiculed and
reprimanded in the school. This developed a sense
of aversion to school, and she became irregular to
school which affected her studies and competency
levels. She was unable to keep in pace with the class
and was often scolded by the teacher for not having
completed her homework. All this was developing a
strong dislike for school and studies within the 10 year
old Divya who was a student of 5th class, living in
Kajapet, Trichy with her parents. Her father Madhuari
is a coolie and her mother Revathi, a domestic worker.
Divya was included in the project in 2016 and
subjected to the competency assessment exercise
which reflected her poor competency levels. The team
also realised her potential and how her fear for school
was playing deterrent. The team was successful in
counselling her to attend school regularly but the
fear of going to school without essential educational
accessories lingered in her mind.
The Enlight team came across several other children
who faced similar situation like Divya and after
much thought organised a volunteer engagement
programme with the employees of Capgemini to
mobilise resources for children like Divya. The
Capgemini employees came forward in support of
the children and sponsored books and stationeries
for those in need and Divya were one amongst them
who benefitted from the benevolent support of the
Capgemini employees.
Divya was happy to receive all that she had wanted.
Her aversion for school got replaced with confidence
and willingness to study. Her competency levels in
reading, writing and basic arithmetic soon improved.
She soon got in pace with her classmates and went
to school with completed homework. This changeover
was a surprise for her teachers who are happy with the
progress. Divya wants to become a good teacher and
help those in need of any support!
Capegemini employees have been actively suporting
the project in Trichy !

“The tuition provided to girls from Scheduled Castes in the village is very useful. Everyone in the family is
happy as the girls are faring well in studies. I am ready to provide any kind of support required in the project
for the welfare of the girls from this community.”
Mr. Sampath
Village Panchayat President
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THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTING TEAMS
S.NO

PROJECT LOCATION		

NGO PARTNERS

ADDRESS

01
DELHI
DELHI COUNCIL FOR CHILD WELFARE
Qudsia Bagh, Yamuna Marg
(Supported by AEA Delhi &
									Civil
Lines, Delhi 110054. India
Jaipur Regional Offices)
									Phone:
+91-11-23968907
									E-mail: delhi.council@gmail.com
									http://dccw.org
02
HYDERABAD
                  COMMITMENTS
Sy. No. 135, 4th Floor, Manasa Building,
			
Beside , TSSPDCL, Mohan Nagar, Kothapet,
(Supported by AEA Hyderabad
Regional Offices)
									Hyderabad
– 500035, Telangana, India.
									Phone: 040-2405636
									E-mail: commitmentsk@yahoo.co.in
03
KOLKATA			
SOUTH KOLKATA HUMARI MUSKAN		
C-227 Survey Park, Santoshpur,
(Supported by AEA Kolkata
									Kolkata-700075.
West Bengal. India
Regional Offices)
									Phone:
9874429667
									Email: hamarimuskan@gmail.com
									http://www.hamarimuskansouthkolkata.org/
04
MUMBAI			
STREE MUKTI SANGATHAN		
31, Shramik , Royal Crest, 1st Floor,
(Supported by AEA Delhi &
									Lokamanya
Tilak Vasahat Road No. 3,
Jaipur Regional Offices)
									Dadar
(East), Mumbai – 400 014,
									Maharashtra, India.
									Tele-Fax: +91 22 24174381
									Email: smsmum@gmail.com
									http://streemuktisanghatana.org

DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION TEAMS
AEA is directly implementing ENLIGHT project in Bengaluru, Chennai, Salem and Trichy. The field level
operations are managed by:
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Bosgo: Project Manager (All Four Locations)
Ms. Nathiya : Project Co-ordinator (Bengaluru)
Mr. Sundar: Project Co-ordinator (Chennai)
Ms. Kasturi: Project Co-ordinator (Salem)
Mr. Surya Murthy: Project Co-ordinator (Trichy)

We also recieved support from...
Salem Aravanigal Thai Vizhuthugal Trust, People Development Institute
ARTC Salem, DTMC Trust, DAPCU Salem
Panchayat Presidents / Leaders, Women SHG Leaders, Arunthathyar Sangam
Subject wise expert teachers, School Teachers, Principals, Assistant Elementary Education Officer
Village Administrative Officer, HCL, Capgemini Employees, Inner Wheel Club
Brick Kiln Owners, Internship Students, Doctors
Thulir, Chennai Vizhutukal Trust, NIRD, MANASA
Centre for Cultural Research and Training
Delhi Tuberculosis Association, Crayons of Hope Foundation
Rajasthani Welfare Association
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FINANCIALS 2016-17
BUDGET vs UTILISATION
------------------------------------BUDGET
UTILISATION
(in millions)

BUDGET

UTILISATION

5.7
4.3
5.7
4.3

June 2016 - May 2017

HEAD WISE UTILISATION
------------------------------------Total Utilisation
4.3 Million

June 2016 - May 2017

LOCATION WISE BREAK UP OF PROJECT
ACTIVITY COST/UTILIZATION (83%)

------------------------------------COMMITMENTS
(HYD), 9%
SALEM (AEA),
11 %

Project Activities
83%
Overheads
(Including M&E)
11%

TRICHY (AEA),
10 %
CHENNAI (AEA),
8%
BANGALORE
(AEA), 7 %

SKHM
(KOLKATA),
14 %
DCCW (DELHI),
9%

SMS (MUMBAI),
13 %

Assets
1%
Capacity Building
0.44%

Communication
and Branding
5%
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FOOTPRINTS

Children’s visit to Guindy National Park, Chennai

Token of Appreciation and Thanks to Capgemini
Employees from Enlight Girl children in Trichy

AEAI-SA, Enlight Review and Planning Meeting At
Chennai

Digital Literacy Programme

Mobilised and provided First Aid boxes for all
centres in Trichy

3 Day workshop on Bead Work, Flower Making,
Pottery, Clay Modelling and Toy making for children
facilitated by the Centre for Cultural Research and
Training (CCRT)

GIVE IT UP ! Programme in Chennai

Workshop on innovative teaching organised by
SMS and facilitated by Dr.Lalita Deshpande,
Special Trainer and expert in innovative teaching
methodology.

Workshop on Story Telling and how to develop
creativity in teaching held at Janakpuri centre for
the Study Centre Instructors/teachers by Mrs Usha
Chabra (Teacher by profession).

Guidance from none other than from Mr. Anurag
Pratap Singh, CSR Leader from Capgemini

Sahajeevana Sangham Meeting
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Training Programme for ‘Kutti Teachers’
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Midterm evaluation of Instructors and developing
individual plan of action exercise

Home based Physiotherapy session by Expert

ENLIGHT Team Participating in an Exhibition
organised by Capgemini in their Office Premise.

Workshop on developing Teaching Learning Material
Development at DCCW, Head Office, Qudsia Bagh
for Instructors.

Parents Meeting

Disability sensitisation Programme : Ms.Poonam,
Programme Officer, Programme Development and
Support Unit of AEAI-SAin midst of a sensitisation
excercise!

Enlight in News

Evening Child support classes

World AIDS Day (Salem, Tamil Nadu)

A poster “Don’t give up education”
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